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Facts Gleaned from Figures
THE economic consequences of getting
into a rut with respect to reports is a
matter which may well cause the public
accountant grave concern. It is equally
dangerous for him to fall into bad habits
in report procedure.
From the point of view of the client the
accountant must appear ridiculous when
he sends the client time after time a stereotyped report without variation sometimes
even of words. It must likewise be boring
to the client to read page after page of
comments which describe in detail such
matters as the cash having been counted
and the notes payable confirmed.
Complaints from accountants that their
reports are not used would, if investigated,
probably disclose good reason for lack of
use. If the truth were known and acknowledged, many reports are but uninterpreted statistical compilations, supplemented with tiresome description of
technical procedure which has no interest
for anyone.
Accountants are prone to meet criticism
of comment matter which is sodden with
explanatory detail with the reply that if
such were to be omitted there would be
nothing to write about. And they are
correct in the premises. But such ac-

countants are likened to the blind man
who complained that it was always dark.
The business organization probably does
not exist about which an audit would not
disclose any number of interesting facts.
They might not all be pleasing to the
various parties concerned, but none the
less have an important bearing on the
business with regard to organization, management,finance,operation, personnel, or
outside relations.
Figures tell many stories when one knows
how to read them. The samefiguresmay
indicate one or more of several different
things. Hence it behooves the accountant who attempts to interpretfiguresto
investigate far enough to be sure what are
the facts. The time to make the investigation is on the engagement in the field;
not in the office with the client's books
seventy-five miles away so that it is impossible to determine whether an increase
in a certain creditfiguremeans increased
numbers or increased rates.
The accountant should have before him
as he proceeds with his work in thefielda
mental picture of the possibilities for his
report. He should accumulate the points
which he thinks will have interest for, or
should be brought to the attention of, his
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client, or other prospective readers of
the report, and search out the facts concerning such points so that he may intelligently and truthfully convey such facts.
More constructive reports would be rendered if accountants were to prepare
and have before them from the early
stages of the field work the balance sheet
and income statement, according to the
books; if more time were spent in consideration and reflection and less in pointless action.
A report narrative made up of live, interesting information about the organiza-
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tion; its condition, progress, tendencies,
outlook, and relations, should be stimulating. A lot of technical explanation
must be monotonous and depressing, if
indeed it attracts enough attention to be
read in full. The meaning of results is
much more important than an exposition
of the manner in which they were derived.
Interpretation requires thought. The inexperienced accountant need not attempt
it. At the hands of competent parties
facts gleaned from figures may be made the
basis for sound, logical, and profitable
business administration.

